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Publications:


**General Articles and Press Reports:**

'Reduced application of Chemicals in European Raspberry Production is a project under the technology stimulation measures for SME's 'CRAFT' (FAIR - FA-S29038)': Hand-out prepared for SSCR 'Fruit Walk July 1998' pp.2


'Gut besuchte Beeren-Fachtagung - EU-Projekt "RACER"' *Schweiz. Z. Obst-Weinbau* Nr. 5/99, 129-130


'Raspberry pests go under the microscope': *The Courier and Advertiser*, Friday 10 Dec. 1999, p.5 (UK)


'Racing to raspberry IPM'. Grower, 133 (22) pp. 21-22, June 1, 2000.
